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I am writing this in great heat - in the middle of a Dalyan
summer. Most days start for me with a refreshing swim in the
sea at İztuzu beach. Then I go to our hut to spend a few hours
on Foundation business, greeting guests from many countries
and sharing the activities of our loyal team of volunteers.
Many languages are to be heard and our manager Affan is
able to converse with some of them even on one occasion a
Japanese couple. A short briefing in the hut's museum puts
visitors in the picture of sea turtles, their needs and the
dangers to which they can be exposed.

The never ending
story?
In our two last
newsletters the
headers concerning
Iztuzu Beach in this
place were at first
“A reason to
worry” and after
“A reason to
celebrate”
In Turkey,
sometimes
developments can
take place in a
breathtaking speed
so our newest worry
concerns the rental
of the Turtle Beach
to a local
entrepreneur.
So, don’t be puzzled
if you here again
about protests or
court cases.
Campaigning
against this new
threat for the beach
has already begun.
Petitions, court
cases and
demonstrations
have been resumed.
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Many of you will have signed our current petition against sea turtle viewing and
feeding trips offered by local boatmen who put financial gain before the well-being of
Dalyan's most prestigious summer visitors - the loggerhead sea turtles. I am
frequently reminded of a famous story of 'those who killed the goose that laid the
golden eggs'. On a more positive note, Thomas Cook have taken up the cause,
advising customers in their brochures to avoid turtle exploitation. We are most
obliged to them for their commitment to the environment. Just this week I have
enjoyed visits from two groups of their representatives responsible for customers care
and guidance.
My life is never boring, each hour, day, week brings something new. In May and June
local children came in groups to visit us, bringing their enthusiasm and examples
of projects created for sea turtle awareness. In July I had the great pleasure of seeing
my fourth book 'Kaptan June Makes Waves' in print. It is now selling well at the beach
hut and I am kept busy signing copies of it as well as my earlier writings 'Kaptan June
and the Dalyan Turtles', 'Breakfast with Kaptan June' and my children's series 'Lola,
the cat that can'.
There are frequent interviews for newspapers, magazines and TV documentaries.
Photographs are often taken together with families, babies, kids... and our two cat
visitors Arthur and Guinevere are probably Turkey's most photographed cat pets.
Turtles aside - I devote my time to five dogs and five cats, some gardening, jam and
marmalade making (many citrus trees in the garden) trips to Fethiye, Muğla and visits
to my hide-away cottage in the hills above İztuzu beach... I still drive my ancient VW
beetle (1965 model).
Let me end by saying thank you to all of you Friends for your interest and support in
our Kaptan June Sea Turtle Conservation Foundation.
Sincerely, Kaptan June
Would YOU like to be volunteer or do you know
someone else who would ...
Without volunteers, we could not run our centre at the beach, distribute
flyers, organize events and do all the little things that have to be done and
that you don’t see. PLEASE contact us:

kaptanjuneseaturtleconservationfoundation@gmail.com
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Life at ‘The Hut’ and more...
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David Bellamy and his wife Rosemary visited Kaptan June's Hut.
On the left you see Affan Özcaner, our sales manager whom

you will meet if you visit our centre at Iztuzu Beach.

June Haimoff
with her never
ending energy
has yet finished
another book.
It comes fresh
from the printers
and the title is
“Kaptan June
Makes Waves”.
(read at the
right)
All of June’s
books are
available in our
information
centre at Iztuzu
Beach. If you are
lucky and June is
around, she will
be happy to sign
them for you .
And, would you
believe it, she
already thinks
about the next
book, which will
tell the story of
the famous
“Kaptan June’s
Hut”,
our present
foundation
centre at the
beach.

Affan is a most valuable co-worker, he is fluent in Turkish
(obviously), English and German. Since the early days of our
foundation he is - next to June- the person who will welcome
you at the hut. With his friendly manner and comprehensive
knowledge he will be able to answer your questions, most of the
days supported by one or two of our volunteers.

18 students and 2 teachers of İnci Narin Yerlici secondary
school in Orhaniye-Marmaris visited our hut on the beach. The
school is working on a project called S.O.S - Save our species -.
They worked on groupers last year and this year they chose sea
turtles. They prepared a brochure in Turkish as well as fridge
magnets which they donated to the foundation.
We want to share great news, after 3 years of battling
negativity, Thomas Cook and Diana Travel have made contract
with the Dalyan Boat Co-operative that they will only use
propeller guarded boats and to that end 10 boats have had a
guard fitted.
A special thank you to Will, one of our stalwart volunteers who
designed the propeller guard and made the dream come to
fruition. All who have worked and explained to visitors our
aims and the propeller guard project deserve a pat on the back, well done.
This is just the start, we are well on our way to changing the way things are here.
Contest "Caretta Caretta and me"
The award ceremony took place on 13th June at the Hilton
Hotel in Sarıgerme. Organised by the Lykia Culture Centre in
Ortaca which is a private school teaching and training music,
different kinds of arts and dance for all ages.
Awards have been given for music, different kinds of painting
and dance in 3 different age categories, 4-5 aged for preschool,
6-10 aged for primary school and 11-14 aged for secondary
school students. 1st, 2nd and 3rd winners for each category
were chosen, a total of 9 awards.

13 year old Ceyda Topak
from Ortaca Özel Özalp School
won the special prize of the jury

‘Kaptan June Makes Waves’ is the title of June Haimoff’s new book,
which chronicles the vibrant life of June Haimoff.
After setting her heart upon a Greek caique in 1947, two
marriages and a jet set life in three countries followed before June
found herself to be the proud owner of one.
Christened 'Bouboulina' after a Greek heroine this caique became
the vehicle for a decade of discovery before finally delivering June
to the sands of Dalyan where her work as a Turtle Conservationist
has proved vital to this species.
Witty, eclectic, passionate and erudite this book spans even
decades and encapsulates a life, thus far, as seen in the 'bigger
picture'.
Covering the years that elevated June to 'Kaptan' status this book
serves to remind that a positive outlook can move more than a
few mountains.
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Who are we?
In this part we introduce to you people that are active in
our Foundation. In this issue our Control Officer Nursel
Kaykusuz tells us about herself

.

I was born in Ankara at the suburb of Hacettepe on 25th of April 1957.
According to my ID it is Beypazarı and 1955. Most probably the officer thought that he was
doing me a favour for my latter years. So that I could marry at a young age, who knows.
My first year of primary school was completed at Beypazarı. I can still remember the face of
my teacher and his advice on how to be a good, true person. His name was Mustafa and this
was the beginning of my love of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.
Then 2nd year at Cumhuriyet and from 3rd to 5th grade at İstiklal Primary schools at
Hacettepe. Having lived in the oldest part of Ankara, before it was demolished to be replaced
by Hacettepe Hospital, always left me with sad memories. We had to move to another suburb
where I finished my secondary school.
My family migrated to Australia in 1972. We lived in Melbourne where I finished High school, and continued further
studies on Business Administration and Interior Decoration. During these years I had also worked and attended
courses on becoming a professional Interpreter /Translator. We were the first group of interpreters to qualify by the
NAATI (National Accreditation Association for Interpreters and Translators), the first Professional Association initiated
and formed with the efforts of our generation of interpreters from all nationalities.
I worked as a Multicultural Resources Project Assistant at a Community Education Centre where we gave support to
the schools in the region with books in 5 languages. I was appointed at the Carringbush Regional Library following this
posting as an Assistant Accountant and Assistant Ethnic Librarian for three years where I had a wonderful experience
in all sections of the Library and the activities which were offered to the Ethnic Community on the whole. During these
years I was studying and also working on Part time basis in the Schools as an Interpreter / Translator. I initiated the
first Turkish Students and Women’s Groups and took part in the Administration Committees for a few years.
My last posting before I returned to Turkey in 1984 for 3 years was a Professional Health Interpreter for the Health
Commission of Victoria. Again the first professional group of interpreters trained for the public health institutions. It
was a very fulfilling job, with a pool of 40 interpreters in 16 languages.
I decided to stay in Turkey after I was appointed at the British Council as a temporary Assistant/Secretary to the
Counsellor for few months. Following this I was offered a post as a Project Assistant for the World Bank Technical
Education Project in 1985. I moved on to becoming Links and Specialists Officer in the Science and Technology
Department until I retired in 2001. 16 years of enjoyable, fulfilling work life which definitely kept me in my country.
Well, not to mention my parents and my husband. During these years I was far away from my sister and my brother
and his family who lived in Melbourne. I must admit that not being part of my niece and nephew’s lives while they were
growing up leaves me with a broken heart.
My adventure of living in Dalyan began when my husband was called by his ex-boss to help them out at their restaurant
during 2001. We decided to move and thus bought land and built our house in the village of Okçular. Until 2004 I was
living in Ankara, Karamürsel and Okçular. Then I became a full resident of Okçular. Now a full family with my two
terriers, cats galore, fish, frogs, turtles and of course new neighbours and friends.
Around 2005 I walked into the Local Agenda Office (Yerel Gündem) at the Dalyan Municipality. Well, ever since then I
could not stay away from involving myself with local issues. I now have new friends who trust in me and share their
happiness and problems. During this period June was always there. In all the special activities and in public. Until one
day when she mentioned the Foundation and said that she needs trustworthy, sincere people to work with her. I
accepted her offer and after convincing Dilek we began our dance with the turtle story together with June and her
friends Who are now our friends. I feel that people with good hearts attract each other.
Since 2011 we have come a long way and steadily achieved in tasks the foundation set out. I am happy to be part of it
and to be contributing to it. I feel overwhelmed whenever I encounter our Artist Gülay and feed on her ongoing energy
and happiness. The foundation has created a new life style for her and the volunteers whom I believe are enjoying their
involvement with the guests.
So, this is the brief story of Nurse….l (Nurse with an L at the end).
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All that is vulnerable needs to be protected

THE KAPTAN JUNE
SEA TURTLE
CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION

Our e-mail address is:
kaptanjuneseaturtlefound
ation@gmail.com

See our website:
www.dalyanturtles.com

On TWITTER:

On YouTube:
Just click the pictures
below or search in
YouTube for “Kaptan
June” and you will find
many videos concerning
June’s and the
Foundation’s work

As most of you know, the threat of a new building site seems to
be over, according to the words of the ministry respective. But a
few days later the public learnt that a foundation connected to
the authorities has been given responsibility for Iztuzu Beach
and consequently subleased the beach to private entrepreneurs.
As a protest a human chain to protect the beach was performed
and a petition with more than 38.000 signatures was given to
the authorities.
Istanbul Bar Association President Kocasakal came to visit
Iztuzu Beach with his family and said "In a country where land
is being sold, agricultural areas finished and groundwater
destroyed, I am not surprised that the exploitation of such a
superb area is privatized. But do not despair. The Ortaca
Municipality has taken all the necessary initiatives required.
This huge mistake should shortly be reversed".
On May 30, upon request of the court case opened to stop the
building plans at Iztuzu Beach a delegation of experts came for
an evaluation of the environmental sustainability of the sight.
Although the building plans have been announced to the press
as being discarded by the minister himself , the court-case will
have to go on. The result of the environmental sustainability
report has been produced and is positive for our case.
NOTE: In the meantime a written confirmation has reached us
that the ministry does not fund any plans connected to a turtle hospital at Iztuzu Beach.
Thomas Cook sponsored us with a
very nice brochure they designed and
developed in accordance with our
board members.
The aims and activities of the
foundation are explained very well
and the flyer is distributed to all clients of Thomas Cook who visit our region.
As we wrote in our last issue, on March 8th we managed to bring
the Lloyd’s team and our captains together for the propeller
guard test and the report was sent to us. Surprisingly, the boats
tested gave different results for performance, differing from 15%
performance loss to 10% performance gain. Obviously the
mounting of the propeller guards has to be done accordingly to
the shape of hull and propeller of each boat. More testing and
revising will have to be done.
A gain in performance could prove very convincing for our Dalyan boat captains.
As usual at the beginning of every season, we had again a big
volunteers meeting in June’s garden. Participation was very
pleasing and we organized the schedule for daily attendance in
the hut, the distribution of leaflets and other brochures and all
the other big and small duties. A great thank you for all, who
helped us in the past and will help us through this season again.
Without these loyal volunteers we would not be able to do all
the work in the hut and the streets of Dalyan.
Roman and Judy Muryn of the TSA (Turtle Survival Alliance)
visited us on 8th May. At this time of the year without doubt
June‘s garden is a very nice place to host such welcome guests.
June also had friends Brit Beckers and Liev van Staeyen,
visiting.
Roman and Judy plan to auction one of Junes books through an
international Facebook page and donate the proceeds to the
Foundation .

